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Abstract:
Since in principle, its word culture means a lot, because here we are dealing with a tradition, which stems from a of heritage of a community, which has witnessed the performances of an advanced culture since its antiquity. Hence the tradition of a culture of human development, a subjectivity or human broader society, belonging to a community or certain individual who has created fame with his performance. Therefore there is great importance to communication via cultivate rapprochement and cooperation affirmation inter-personal, cultural, that will no doubt realize good working relationship and advanced interest between them, anyhow will be fruitful and mutually beneficial. Here you can also take a sample, through a certain culture of a community, which fully shows interest in an enviable quality and performance guaranteed, when there will also approach other communities, so it will create relationships strong and reliably and pluralistic, separating them: social, political, economic, scientific, religious and other, but also in the areas of life between two or more individuals or between two or more communities.
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Introduction:
His term derived from the word-culture cultivation of something-art, planting of something-you (certain) that the
likes foremost, therefore you select it, among other things, because the results and most profitable among others. So cultivate generally refers to human activity and the symbolic structures that give important interpersonal activities. A cultured man understood as a person with perfect features selected, conceptual knowledge and general scientific reformer. Thus, a community that has more staff such wise that a human community and documented. Great importance and unique culture of communication there. The word¹ proves, to communicate with culture, meaning, that is something quite and reliable, without any consequence or other background, because his conscience will hardly permit, to play and to completes character and its value. When this communication meets all these conditions, also no doubt that the relations will be credible and concrete are based on qualitative performance and the successful guaranteed. As noted above, it is an essential factor in all fields such as economics for various businesses, politics, education, etc., is the culture of communication, and relationships relationship, or national cross a certain area and the emphasis on joint development and mutual areas mentioned above. Culture Communication is undoubtedly a genuine transparency of an objective economic, political, which aims, forms as good and successful as a performance guarantee and sincere communication social right, as a condition essential for relationships between and among human no doubt, that will also affect international and contemporary. These are undoubtedly well as essential factors of economic development of other communities, but also advance the development of standards that reflect positively on job opening, on the one hand and the establishment of more demanding, more advanced cost of living as principle. So to own such a culture, which aims cooperation between communities, for communication between honest, with a party who possesses great experience and successful, has a great significance abroad

usually because it is the oncoming one culture, which will affect many in raising the cost of living, in a more expedited and guaranteed, references to real sips, and their accurate and certainly interpersonal relations will be promoted for good, as well as pave the new employment strategy, which can rightly say that the economic growth and the standard will increase at appropriate levels.

**Direct communication, as single culture of interpersonal relations**

Communication, as essential and indispensable for Inter beings will achieve a genuine culture, as serious, for between consent of between himself, community or even inside different communities, starting from countries with Friends democratic. So fair a communication culture is in favor of improving living standards, will deter and mitigate or remove the obstacle different and complicated, to those communities who have had a difficult past, as well as painful, but also political sensational, as necessary and historical processes. Direct communication should be based on the essence of its content as real and as moral. With over a communication anyway wanted: objectivity, transparency and loyalty, which also need to contain its contents as follows:

a) possesses a culture of communication wise and choose who should be closely connected with truth transparency, based solely on performance, for which it comes. Having no year to avoid or add from what is communicated to the middle of transparency. It is consistent with other communication tools, generally written or spoken, for between thoughts electronic and digital, for business which is like topicality as concrete actuality. 2The language of communication usually have to this advanced culture and standardize the language, because the use or backbiting is a fluent language, has its characteristics

---

during any adjustments in other languages. To any transparency should be in itself a culture which will also fit other enhancements while maintaining the loyalty the essence of each language.

b) How is compliance with performance? Identity is unchanged and so typical of the language of communication based on transparency for all communities. With identical features, as well as the real of sustainable businesses and areas. The importance of communication for interpersonal relations to have cooperation to higher standards by businesses and many other fields, the essential factor is the culture and language of expression. Through this culture should obey partner different areas of good quality and advanced conclude that this cooperation strong and long term relationships, interpersonal relations with people of different cultures. Affirmation and the importance of communication would no doubt like a hard-earned culture and caution, but advancements in quality of one or more objectives that ensure the expansion of jobs, for a better life and more prosperity.

The importance of communication and transparency inter human

Communication has a great significance for affirmation of everything for individual and national interests, to require a permanent caution in these areas, starting the use of a unique and fluent language in accordance with literary norms. Spoken language is simply a sound that fades in the air, consisting of a series of words without reversible ranking which comes as a line towards the listener, the words are integral parts of a strategy which is geared towards the sign of the set. In origin for human communication, such as appears to be the original form of art being his instinctive nature to man.

³Communication has its focus on the individual and how he
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builds interpersonal relationships with others, through the communication process. Good communication skill is essential for success in work and personal life to national. It should perceived as a professional skill that can be learned and used to advantage in certain areas. In this way, communication and culture could turn into an art with usable for individual or collective benefits. Communication is versatile and accomplished through various means. For man is characteristic of communication with words. It does not say that accomplished only with words, but also through images, schemes, symbols and through different signs. Good communication is the fruit of knowledge, patience and understanding of the rules in an environment specified, it helps pay Skipping and to prevent unpleasant situations. Communication and transparency have a great affirmation different businesses and interpersonal relations different countries of the world for the good functioning of the state. In any interpersonal interests are professional working relationship, are undoubtedly important when communicated something to be efficient the full data and typical, just as it is in truth, to avoid misunderstandings that lead to conflict, even in a world where narrow interest prevails professional. Theoretically interpersonal communication opportunities have multiplied in comparison to previous years. In this way should be avoided some factors that lead to poor communication and as such should be avoided at all costs, to Success should not miss. Because only in this way can we say that we have approached a good culture interpersonal communication.

**Completion:**

Based on those mentioned above, we can come to a epilog which carries with ongoing problems of a success in all areas for all communities, where necessary interpersonal transparency and

---
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communication, which can be as the core of the problems, which occur frequently. This may be for data public and private sectors in different countries, are an essential for survival future of media, making them in some way dependent relations interpersonal communication, social and state. Given the fact that our country Kosovo, has an idea and aim of developing faster, fulfilling all the vacuums and gaps even in those painful, last one even more bitter. But nevertheless, tolerance should dominate in a way, that no longer any retaliation, which will belong to justice, responsibility. Therefore always we would ask the country's stability but also the region, for a long Pace and good relationships, sound and serious interpersonal guaranteed to all communities or the nation.
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